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Almost all the water that has ever existed on our planet is the same water we see today,
97% of which is nonpotable sea water. The remaining 3% of this water is freshwater,
most locked in ice caps, glaciers and the ground. Only a fraction of a percent is the
surface water we typically depend on. To put it in perspective, if all of the earth’s water
were condensed down to fit into a single gallon jug, the freshwater readily available
for our use would equal about one tablespoon. As the world population continues to
increase so does the demand on this finite freshwater resource.
One ancient and low impact technique for obtaining freshwater is rainwater harvesting.
This collection method is making a resurgence, aided by increased awareness of
sustainability and new green building practices. Methods for collecting rainwater have
been successfully used by our ancestors for thousands of years. To summarize the
process, a large impermeable surface such as a roof initially “catches” rainwater. The
rainwater is then diverted away from a catchment surface by gravity and a network
of gutters, pipes or tubing, eventually ending up in a protected tank or cistern. This
stored freshwater may be used over time, as needed, for either potable or nonpotable
needs. With as little as 1” of rainfall on a 2,000 ft2 roof, 1,250 gallons of water could be
harvested. For most locations in the US and Canada, tens of thousands of gallons of
freshwater can be harvested by a typical family size residence annually.

Common Questions
• Are there regulations in place for the construction of rainwater catchment
systems and the usage of the water they collect?
• How is the quality of the collected water ensured, especially if intended for
potable use?
Until recently, these questions had no clear answers, and modern, wide-scale rainwater
catchment system implementation is still in its infancy. Therefore, it is always best to
first check with local and state governments to determine if there are any restrictions.
Many cities and states now have guidance on the construction of rainwater catchment
systems available on-line. Other helpful resources are available on websites such as
ARCSA.org (The American Rainwater Catchment Systems Association).
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on roof tops and ground surfaces that
come in direct contact with rainwater
collected and used as drinking water. NSF
61 focuses on the additional conveyance
system components such as pipes, fittings,
gaskets, sealants, cisterns/tanks, valves,
pumps, and faucets or spigots. Both
NSF P151 and NSF 61 are used by thirdparty testing laboratories to assess the
concentration of contaminants extracted
from surfaces and components exposed
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Design standards requirements regarding NSF P151, NSF 61, and NSF 372.
ARCSA/ASPE/
ANSI 63-2013
and 78-2015
Published

NSF P151 required

NSF P151 or 61

NSF 61 required

NSF 372 required

Flat Roof Products

Painted surfaces

Cisterns, plastic storage tanks
Pumps
Other wetted conveyance system
components

N/A

N/A

All potable water contact materials
Storage tanks, liners, coatings, pipes,
fittings, pumps, sealants, and other
appurtenances

All potable water contact materials
Storage tanks, liners, coatings,
pipes, fittings, pumps, sealants, and
other appurtenances

N/A

Leaders and Conductors
Tanks, liners, and coatings

N/A

CSA/ICC 805-201X Roofing materials
Draft
“Can be”

IAPMO We Stand
2017 Draft

Roof coatings,
paints, and liners
Gutters
Downspouts

to rain, and whether the concentrations

when building a rainwater catchment

of these contaminants exceed known

system. If you’re a manufacturer, partner

Treatment Chemicals-Health

safe drinking water limits. P151 goes a

with UL, the safety science industry leader

Effects)

step further to assess health effects of

to demonstrate that your product meets

microbial growth on catchment system

the requirements for potable rainwater

materials and UV weathering on
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roofing materials.
Both ARCSA/ASPE 63-2013 and CSA/ICC

Benefits of certification with UL:
• Personalized service — one

805-201x design standards stress the

experienced staff member assigned

importance of components evaluated to

to your project

NSF standards when harvesting potable
water. Above is a table that shows each
design standard’s requirements regarding
NSF P151 and NSF 61.

How to determine compliance
to the applicable NSF standards

• Team of experts work directly with
customers throughout the entire
process
• Full ANSI/SCC accreditation for
providing certification to NSF
standards in the US and Canada

Products, components or materials

UL is a global independent safety science

meeting the applicable NSF standard

company with more than a century of

requirements can earn certification

expertise innovating safety solutions.

from an accredited third-party testing
laboratory such as UL.

UL offers water related certification to:

• NSF/ANSI 60 (Drinking Water

• NSF/ANSI 223 (Conformity
Assessment Requirements for
Certification Bodies that Certify
Products Pursuant to NSF/ANSI 60)
• NSF/ANSI 61 (Drinking Water System
Components – Health Effects)
• NSF/ANSI 372 (Drinking Water
System Components – Lead
Content)
• BNQ 3660-950 (Safety of Products
and Materials in Contact with
Drinking Water – Québec)
• CSA, IAPMO, and ASME plumbing
fixture and fitting standards
Contact us today at 1.877.ULHELPS or
waterquote@ul.com.

• NSF P151 (Health Effects From

If you are a consumer, contractor, engineer
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or architect, look for UL certified products
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